
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

 
Subject:    Science      Learning Objective: Understanding how new drugs are developed 

The development and testing of new drugs 

New drugs need to be tested and trialled before doctors prescribe them and patients take them. This 
allows drugs to be checked for: 
• safety 
• effectiveness 

• dosage 

Safety: This is important as some drugs are toxic, and have other side effects that might be harmful to 
people 

Effectiveness: This is also known as efficacy, and checks how well the drug cures the disease, or 
improves symptoms. 

Dosage: This is the amount of drug needed, it has to be closely controlled. Too high a dose might be 
toxic, too low a dose and the drug won’t work. 

Watch the following clip: 

Developing new drugs | Health | Biology | FuseSchool - YouTube 

Drug development involves a number of stages. Each stage must give a positive result if the drug is to 
make it onto the next stage Preclinical trials describe the work that is done on a new drug before it is 
tried on people. Clinical trials describe the work that is done on a new drug in people: both in healthy 
volunteers and in a patients.  
 
1. Preclinical: Scientists, with the aid of computer models, investigate whether a drug can be 

synthesised (made).  

2. Preclinical: Scientist test the drugs on human cells and tissues in laboratories to see if the drug does 

what they expect it to, and to see if it is harmful (toxic) to the cells.  

3. Preclinical: The drugs are tested on animals; scientists carefully monitor them, looking for side 

effects.  

4. Phase 1 clinical trial: Safety check: A the drug is given to healthy volunteers, doctors look for side 

effects to check the drug is safe.  

5. Phase 2 (small numbers of patients) and Phase 3 (large numbers of patients) clinical trials: Patients 

suffering from the condition are given the drug to see if it works. Side effects are again closely 

monitored. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hjBfbMuvPA


6. Having passed all the stages, the drug can now be licensed. Medical companies can mass produce 

the drug and doctors can start prescribing it to patients. 

 

For a clinical trial to be scientifically robust and not affected by bias it should be double blind and  

placebo controlled. Placebo controlled means the new drug should be compared against a placebo or 

dummy treatment – a treatment that looks like the new drug but doesn’t contain any drug. Double 

blind means neither the doctor running the trial nor the person enrolled in it knows until the very end 

whether they were given the real drug or the placebo. 

 

Task 1: Answer the questions below. In Q4 and Q5 circle the correct statement. 

  

1) Name two ways in which a new drug is tested before it is given to people 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2) In what phase of clinical trial is the drug given to healthy volunteers 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3) In what phase clinical trial is the effectiveness of the drug evaluated? 

_____________________________________ 

4) The most reliable types of clinical trial: always use a placebo /never use a placebo  

5) In the most reliable type of clinical trial: patients know whether they have been given the drug 

or given placebo / patients don’t know if they have been given the drug or the placebo 

 
Task 2: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Task 3: Answer the questions in the flow chart below. Remember the goals of clinical trials are to look 
at safety, effectiveness and dose. Use these words in your answers: 
 

  
1. Preclinical trials begin. Researchers target a disease and develop ideas for 

treatment. Possible drugs are made in the lab.  

2. The new drug is tested on cell cultures, tissue cultures and whole organs. Why? 

3. The drug is then tested on animals. Why is it tested on animals before humans?   

4. Clinical testing on humans begins.  

Phase one clinical trials is testing the drug in healthy volunteers. Why are healthy people 

tested first?  

 

 

 

5. Phase 2 and Phase 3 clinical trials: Patients suffering from the disease are tested, first in 

small groups and then in larger ones. What are scientists looking for in these studies? 

6. When the medicine has passed all the tests it will be granted a licence and can now be 

prescribed. Once the medicine is in use it will still be monitored. Why?   



 
 
 
Save your work: 

Don’t forget to SAVE your work with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. For example: 
T.Smith Maths 8 April. Please email your completed work to  llatchem@glebe.bromley.sch.uk 


